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SOME THEOREMS ON THE PROJECTIVE DERIVATIVE OF CERTAIN 
ENTITIES IN CONFORMAL FINSLER SPACES 

H. D. FÄNDE, Nedlands 

(Received May 16, 1968) 

1. Conformai Finsler space. Let two distinct metric functions F(x, x) and F(x, x) 
be defined over an n-dimensional Finsler space F„ which satisfy the requisite condi
tions for a Finsler space [1]^). The two metrics resulting from them are called con-
formal if the corresponding metric tensors gij{x, x) and gij{x, x) are proportional to 
each other. It has been shown that the factor of proportionality between them is at 
most a point function. Thus, we have [ l ] 

(1.1a) ^ . / x , x) = e^"" gij{x, x) , 

(1.1b) g%x,x) = ë''g%x,x), 

(1.1c) F{x, x) = еТ{х, x) , 

where a = (т{х), g^\x, x) being the contravariant components of the metric tensor 
of i^„. The space F„ with the entities F, g^j etc. is called a conformai Finsler space. 

The covariant derivative of a vector X\x, x) with respect to x^ in the sense of 
Berwald is given by 

(1.2) X\,lx, x) = Ô,X^ - {djX^) Gi + Z^GJ,,') 

def 

where Gj(x, x) = 0^,/х, x) x"^, Gjjj{x, x) being the Berwald's connection coefficients 
which are homogeneous of degree zero in their directional arguments. We have the 
following entities of the conformai Finsler space [2], [3] 

(1.3) G\x, x) = G'(x, x) - a^B^'^ix, x) , 

(1.4) G}{x, x) = ОЦх, x) - GJJB'^{X, X) , 

(1.5) Öj,(x,x) =G)lx,x)-aMjB'\x,x). 

^) The numbers in square brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
2) a / = а/ал:» and à i = djdk'. 
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(1.6) Gi,,{x,x) = G%,{x,x)-aJAdjB'"4x,x), 

(1.7) V{x, x) = еЧ\х, x) , 

(1.8) 'h{x,x) =e%{x,x), 

(1.9) k' = x ' , 

(1-10) А),{х,х) =е^А),{х,х), 

and 

(1.11) C;,{x,x) = C},{x,x), 

where 
ö-,„ t ' a„(7 , B'J{x, x) •*= i f f̂f'J' - x'xJ, 

def 

/'•(x, x) = r \ F(x, x) , ifi(x, x) = gik{x, x) t", 

АЦХ, X) t ' FC^(x, x) '= ^Fg'^'djg^^ . 

The functions B^^{x, x) are homogeneous of degree two in x's. 
If we denote the Berwald's covariant derivative with respect to 0'/Х̂ > ^) in con-

formal Finsler space by putting a horizontal bar over the same notation of the co-
variant derivative, then we obtain [3], [7] 
(1.12) F{k)= e''\Fa, + {d^F){dJi""')a„-\,-') 
(1.13) J;j) = --e^Va^ - (dj) (а̂ Л-"") <T„ + afoAB'"] , 

(1.14) /,да = e^lh,,, + ha, + (dj;) {é.B'"") a„ + /л^а^В"'"] , 

(1.15) ,̂.дг) = e'^im + ^etfic + ^niiLei^ {duB""-) + 2g,^,djy ^ß'"}] , 

and 

(1.16) % ) = Gl,, - {д,а„) В'" - <T„[(a,ß-) + {Ô,B-") G,l - {д^В'") Gl: -

-G^"д,д^B^"+B'^"^GU + C^y{{д,„B^"){д,B'"У)-B'^^•'д,д„B'"}]. 

2: The projective covariant derivative. Let us consider the following projective 
change [1] 

>v def 

(2.1) G'"(x, x) = G''(x, x) ~ P(x, x) x^, 

where P(x, x) is an arbitrary scalar function positively homogeneous of the first 
degree in the x\ Using the homogeneity properties of the function P(x, x), the suc-

) The covariant derivative of XKx, x) in conformai Finsler space, in the sense of Berwald» 
def — • . _ • 

is given by Xl,-, = (B,X') — (д,„X^) G^ + X'"Gl„,,. 
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cessive derivatives of (2.1) with respect to directional arguments are given by 

(2.2) 0%х, x) = Gi{x, x)-{n + 1)P, 

(2.3) ОЦх, x) = сЦх, x) - (n + 1) Ô,P , 

and 

(2.4) ÔlJx, x) = GlJx, x)-{n + 1) д,д,Р , 

vv'here 

(2.5) ôL/=à,Gi/=àAoi='àAo,ô\ 

Differentiating (2.1) twice with respect to x-^ and x^ and ehminating d^P and djè^P 
with the help of equations (2.3) and (2.4), DOUGLAS [5] deduced the projective in
variants 

(2.6) ^^,y^'^GJ,--^{2ôljGl,, + rGlj^. 
71 + 1 

These entities are known as the projective connection coefficients. They are symmetric 
in their lower indices and are homogeneous of degree zero in their directional argu
ments. We define the projective covariant derivative of a vector field X^(x, x) with 
respect to x^ for the projective connection coefficients Яд(х, x) in the following way: 

(2.7) Х1^,^,{х,х) = {д,Х')-{о^Х')П';,х'' + Х'"Пи. 

Substituting (2.6) in (2.7) and using the formula (1.2), we get 

(2.8) 

Z/(,„(x,i) = Xi,, + — — [{d„,X') [ô-^Gl + X-G;,} - X-ilôifil,^ + x'G^,„}] . 
n + 1 

We may further generahse the formula (2.8) for a tensor of arbitrary rank with respect 
to x^ for these connection coefficients [6]. Like the Berwald's covariant derivative the 
projective covariant derivative vanishes for x\ The projective covariant derivatives 
of r(x, x), F(x, x) and gij{x, x) are given by, [6]: 

(2.9) / U = - - — - r - ^ G ^ + G" 
n + 1 

1 
I /If I / _ : 

yk ' 

(2.10) F^,,,,=^-^Fßl,Gl+GU, 
n + 1 \F J 

and 

2 
(2.11) g^^k)) = 9ijik) + ̂ - {CijkGl + 9ijGlk + 9k(^fi])y + ^"'9miiG])yk} • 
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Using the homogeneity properties of Г(х, x), F(x, x) and G\x, x) and the relation 

(2.12) x;,̂  = 4==F( , ) = 0, 

we obtain the projective covariant derivative of /,(х, x) and G'(x, x) as follows: 

2 
(2.13) /f((fe))(x, -x) {CijkGl + o'ù̂ î̂/c + gk(iG]^y + Л:'"О^^(^0}),4^ -

n + 1 

n + 1 {F 
and 

(2.14) G[^,,ix, x) = G ,̂) + - i - - {Ĝ G,̂  + G'G ,̂ - ôiG^Gl, - G^G .̂̂ x^} . 

n + I 

Multiplying (2.13) by x' throughout and using relations 

(2.15a) С,д(х, x) x̂ ' = С,д(х, x) x-'' == Сщ{х, x) x*̂  = 0 , 

(2.15b) gij{x, x) Гх^ = F\x, x) , 

(2.15c) .̂̂ .(,̂ x '̂= 0 , 

and 

(2.16) G^^(x, x) x̂  = 0 , 

we obtain 
(2.17) /,((,„x'= - l - [ f G J , + /,G];]. 

n + I 
Again, we multiply (2.11) by x' throughout and use the homogeneity property of 
G\x, x) together with relations (2.15a), (2.15b) (2.15c) and (2.16), we get 

(2.18) g,j,^,,,r = - 1 - - [x -̂{2 ,̂,G ,̂ + g,fi]j\ + g,jG] + F'G],,-\ . 
n + I 

Multiplying (2.18) by x-', we easily obtain 

(2.19) 9ijm)^'^' = - ^ [F'G], + gujSc^G]] , 
П + 1 

3. Projective invariant entities in tlie conformai Finsler space. Since the connection 
coefficients Я/^(x, x) are invariants under the projective change (2.1) so are all the 
entities deduced in the second section of the paper. For any given geometric object 
we can find the projective invariant from the formula (2.8) provided the geometric 
object is taken to be invariant under the projective change. We will now discuss the 
effect of the conformai transformation over these projective invariant entities: 
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With the help of equations (1.5), (1.6) and (2.6), the conformai counterpart of the 
projective connection coefficients Яд(х, x) is given by 

(3.1) Я],(х, x) = Я},(х, x) - a^ ïô,djB^- - - ^ {2ôljô,^Ô^B'- + x^'4^io\^^'ll • 

Contracting (3.1) with respect to the indices i and j and using the homogeneity 
property of Б'-^(х, x), we obtain 

(3.2) ЯЦх , x) = ЯЦх, x ) , 

i.e. functions ЯЦх, x) are invariant under the conformai change ( l . l ) . We have the 
following theorems: 

Theorem 3.1. When F„(x, x) and F„(x, x) are in conformai correspondence, we 
have 

(3.3a) 

and 

(3.3b) hak))^' = 

F /((fc)) + xT((fe)) - 0 , 

= 7 Um))^' - (^m{FdkdyB 
n + 1 

where the notation ((/c)) denotes the projective covariant derivative for the connection 
coefficients Яд(х, x) in conformai Finsler space.^) 

Proof. Using equations (l.lc), (1.4), (1.5), (1.7) and (1.8) in (2.10) and (2.11), we 
obtain 

(3.4) ly.^^^i'aJUj.By-^ + d.d.BA, 
n + i [F J 

and 

(3.5) Рф, = - - ^ Fa„ | i /, д,ВУ- + 0,д,вА . 

Multiplying (3.4) by F^(x, x) and (3.5) by x' and adding, we easily get the result 
(3.3a). 

Again, using equations (l.lc), (1.4), (1.5), (1.8) and (1.9) in (2.17), we obtain (3.3b). 

Theorem 3.2. When Fjx, x) and F„(x, x) are in conformai correspondence, we have 

n + 1 

- cT„{x\g,jd,d,By" + 2^,(Д)а,В^") + g,jd,By^ + F' d.d.dß'''}] , 

"*•) We have 
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and 

(3.6b) дит)^^^' = - ^ ldiMk,)x'x^ - <F è.d.B-'" + g.jxJ à,B^»}]. 
n + I 

P r o o f . Unde r the conformai t ransformat ion (1.1), the equat ion (2.18) reads as 

follows: 

(3.7) ^y(^)*' = - ^ {k'{2g,jGl, + g.filj} + g,jG] + РЩуЛ • 
n + 1 

Using equations (l.la), (l.lc), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.9) and the homogeneity property of 
G\x, x) in (3.7) we get the result (3.6a). 

Similarly, we obtain (3.6b) from (2.19). 

Theorem 3.3. We have 

(3.8) G((i)) = Gj(,)) - B-(â,(T„) - ( T „ U B - + Gl а , Б - - G^ а^Б- - G- ö ^ ß " + 

+ B'^'^GU + " ^ {Gl dß'" + G\ а,Б- + G' d.dß'"' + G\,B'^ - ^^G'" а,а„Б^» -
n + 1 

Î— (âfcB "̂ â,B^^ + ß^" é.à^B^^ - 5̂ ß"̂ " e,„^zß^' - '̂"̂  a^afcö^ß^^jc^)!!. 
^ + 1 j j 

Proof. The proof follows the pattern of the proof of theorem 3.2. 
I wish to thank Professor R. S. MISHRA for his encouragement. 
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